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1. Introduction. 
The Old Permic script was devised in the 14th century by Russian missionary Stefan of Perm (fl.
1373–1395), and was used to write the Uralic languages Komi and Komi-Permyak. Its model was based
on the Greek and Cyrillic alphabets (as can be seen from the order of the letters) but many of the glyphs
were taken from the “Tamga signs”, used in indigenous Komi religious practices; in this way Stefan
made a link between traditional signs, which had much to do with the self-identity of the Komi, and
Christian traditions. Stefan translated Russian and Greek liturgical and biblical texts into Komi.
Missionary work notwithstanding, Stefan’s remarkable contribution was in introducing the Komi mother-
tongue into the liturgy and thereby creating a literary language for the Komi for the first time. Few of the
medieval documents in the script are left to us today, chiefly in the form of icons, glosses, and
monuments. In addition to writing Komi, the script was used cryptographically to write Russian, since it
was unknown to most readers of Russian; this explains a number of the extensions made at the end of the
alphabet. Cryptographic use of Old Permic dates to the 15th century. The script continued in use for
Komi until the 17th century, and recently there has been some cultural interest in the script, including the
creation by some designers using modern typographic letterforms. 
2. Processing. Old Permic is a simple, caseless, alphabetic script, read from left to right in horizontal
lines running from top to bottom. 
3. Combining characters. Several combining diacritics are attested in use in Old Permic. In the table, 𐍫
EF U+1036B and 𐍬 HA U+1036C are given with glyphs which are not the most commonly found ones.
More common representation of the corresponding phonetic entities makes use of combining characters:
 is represented by U+1035F 𐍟 PEEI + ¨ and  is represented by U+103FA 𐍚 KOKE + ¨. Note the similarity
of 𐍫 and 𐍬 to Greek ω and χ. 
Other combining characters may be found with Old Permic characters are COMBINING DIAERESIS,
COMBINING GRAVE ACCENT, COMBINING DOT ABOVE, COMBINING BREVE, COMBINING COMMA ABOVE, and
COMBINING THREE DOTS ABOVE (this means that U+20DB can be used with letters; a note about this
combining character should be added to the standard). The use of diacritical marks is peculiar in Old
Permic. Sometimes it appears that the diacritic is semantically null, analogous to the use of a breve in
German handwriting (especially the angular handwritten script Fraktur) over lower-case u to differentiate
it from n (that is, where u˘ is not really supposed to be u + breve and would not be so encoded in text).
Sometimes, particularly in word-initial position, vowel quality or consonant palatalization may be
marked, apparently indifferently, by these diacritics, although the COMBINING GRAVE ACCENT is often used
for this purpose. The COMBINING DIAERESIS is used sometimes to distinguish [i] and [j], but inconsistently,
as some texts put the dots on the vowel, and others on the consonant. 
Otherwise it appears that the diacritics used are the same ones used in Greek and Church Slavonic
liturgical texts—they are conventional but not meaningful (it is notable that Lytkin does not generally
transliterate the diacritics, though there are some exceptions of this, as when he shows titlo and the Greek
smooth breathing mark over Russian words). It appears that there are no script-specific Komi diacritical
marks, however. Characters like COMBINING CYRILLIC TITLO may be used, e.g. to indicate abbreviation
(typically of a set of “holy” words). Note also that U+10372 𐍲 OLD PERMIC LETTER IE is not a
decomposable letter; it is not U+1035D 𐍝 OLD PERMIC LETTER NENOE with a breve. 
3. Combining letters. A small number of letters have been found used as superscript letters in
abbreviations, in the same way that letters are used in Latin and Cyrillic. These are encoded at U+10376-
U+1037A. See Figures 7 and 8.
4. Script name. Stipa calls the script “Permisch”; Pillu uses the terms “vanapermi”, “древнепермский”,
and “Old-Permian” in Estonian, Russian, and English respectively. Haarmann calls it “Abur” and
“Altsyrjänisch” (= ‘Old Komi’); “Abur” is a name derived from the names of the first two characters AN
and BUR (so 𐍐𐍝-𐍑𐍞𐍠 is equivalent to άλφα-βήτα and аз-буки). “Old Permic” is consistent with other
script names in the UCS, as well as consistent with Pillu’s terminology.
5. Character names. The names used for the characters here are based on the names given in Lytkin
1952. The name SHCHOOI is not attested but has been modeled on SHOOI on the analogy of Russian SHA
and SHCHA. 
6. Numerals. Script-specific numerals are not known. Letters of the alphabet can be marked with
CYRILLIC COMBINING TITLO to indicate numeric use. 
7. Punctuation. In the manuscript spaces are used to separate words; a middle dot, a separating colon,
and a sort of apostrophe can be seen. No script-specific punctuation is used in Old Permic. 
8. Ordering. Alphabetical ordering is a little bit erratic in the sources, especially toward the end of the
alphabet. This proposal follows the order 1–34 given in Lytkin 1952, where 1–24 are primary letters and
25–34 are supplementary (see Figure 1 below). Four characters are considered to be subordinate in the
order to another character. Thus Lytkin gives U+10365 𐍥 SHOOI the value 22 and evidently U+10366 𐍦
SHCHOOI is “22a”; similarly we have U+10367 𐍯 YRY “23” and U+10368 𐍨 YERU “23a”, U+10369 𐍩 O
“24” and U+1036A 𐍪 OO “24a”, and U+10374 𐍴 YA “34” and U+10375 𐍵 IA “34a”. These “subordinate”
letters correspond to U+0449 щ SHCHA, U+044B ы YERU, U+0461 ѡ OMEGA, and U+0467 ѧ LITTLE YUS.
They should not be considered subordinate in ordering, however. The ordering of Old Permic letters is as
in the code chart, with each letter having a primary weight.
9. Unicode Character Properties
10350;OLD PERMIC LETTER AN;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10351;OLD PERMIC LETTER BUR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10352;OLD PERMIC LETTER GAI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10353;OLD PERMIC LETTER DOI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10354;OLD PERMIC LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10355;OLD PERMIC LETTER ZHOI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10356;OLD PERMIC LETTER DZHOI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10357;OLD PERMIC LETTER ZATA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10358;OLD PERMIC LETTER DZITA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10359;OLD PERMIC LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1035A;OLD PERMIC LETTER KOKE;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1035B;OLD PERMIC LETTER LEI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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1035C;OLD PERMIC LETTER MENOE;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1035D;OLD PERMIC LETTER NENOE;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1035E;OLD PERMIC LETTER VOOI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1035F;OLD PERMIC LETTER PEEI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10360;OLD PERMIC LETTER REI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10361;OLD PERMIC LETTER SII;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10362;OLD PERMIC LETTER TAI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10363;OLD PERMIC LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10364;OLD PERMIC LETTER CHERY;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10365;OLD PERMIC LETTER SHOOI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10366;OLD PERMIC LETTER SHCHOOI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10367;OLD PERMIC LETTER YRY;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10368;OLD PERMIC LETTER YERU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10369;OLD PERMIC LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1036A;OLD PERMIC LETTER OO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1036B;OLD PERMIC LETTER EF;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1036C;OLD PERMIC LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1036D;OLD PERMIC LETTER TSIU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1036E;OLD PERMIC LETTER VER;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1036F;OLD PERMIC LETTER YER;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10370;OLD PERMIC LETTER YERI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10371;OLD PERMIC LETTER YAT;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10372;OLD PERMIC LETTER IE;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10373;OLD PERMIC LETTER YU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10374;OLD PERMIC LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10375;OLD PERMIC LETTER IA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
10376;COMBINING OLD PERMIC LETTER AN;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
10377;COMBINING OLD PERMIC LETTER DOI;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
10378;COMBINING OLD PERMIC LETTER ZATA;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
10379;COMBINING OLD PERMIC LETTER NENOE;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1037A;COMBINING OLD PERMIC LETTER SII;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
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Letters
10350 𐍐 OLD PERMIC LETTER AN
10351 𐍑 OLD PERMIC LETTER BUR
10352 𐍒 OLD PERMIC LETTER GAI
10353 𐍓 OLD PERMIC LETTER DOI
10354 𐍔 OLD PERMIC LETTER E
10355 𐍕 OLD PERMIC LETTER ZHOI
10356 𐍖 OLD PERMIC LETTER DZHOI
10357 𐍗 OLD PERMIC LETTER ZATA
10358 𐍘 OLD PERMIC LETTER DZITA
10359 𐍙 OLD PERMIC LETTER I
1035A 𐍚 OLD PERMIC LETTER KOKE
1035B 𐍛 OLD PERMIC LETTER LEI
1035C 𐍜 OLD PERMIC LETTER MENOE
1035D 𐍝 OLD PERMIC LETTER NENOE
1035E 𐍞 OLD PERMIC LETTER VOOI
1035F 𐍟 OLD PERMIC LETTER PEEI
10360 𐍠 OLD PERMIC LETTER REI
10361 𐍡 OLD PERMIC LETTER SII
10362 𐍢 OLD PERMIC LETTER TAI
10363 𐍣 OLD PERMIC LETTER U
10364 𐍤 OLD PERMIC LETTER CHERY
10365 𐍥 OLD PERMIC LETTER SHOOI
10366 𐍦 OLD PERMIC LETTER SHCHOOI
10367 𐍧 OLD PERMIC LETTER YRY
10368 𐍨 OLD PERMIC LETTER YERU
10369 𐍩 OLD PERMIC LETTER O
1036A 𐍪 OLD PERMIC LETTER OO
1036B 𐍫 OLD PERMIC LETTER EF
1036C 𐍬 OLD PERMIC LETTER HA
1036D 𐍭 OLD PERMIC LETTER TSIU
1036E 𐍮 OLD PERMIC LETTER VER
1036F 𐍯 OLD PERMIC LETTER YER
10370 𐍰 OLD PERMIC LETTER YERI
10371 𐍱 OLD PERMIC LETTER YAT
10372 𐍲 OLD PERMIC LETTER IE
10373 𐍳 OLD PERMIC LETTER YU
10374 𐍴 OLD PERMIC LETTER YA
10375 𐍵 OLD PERMIC LETTER IA
Combining letters
10376 $𐍶 COMBINING OLD PERMIC LETTER AN
10377 $𐍷 COMBINING OLD PERMIC LETTER DOI
10378 $𐍸 COMBINING OLD PERMIC LETTER ZATA
10379 $𐍹 COMBINING OLD PERMIC LETTER NENOE
1037A $𐍺 COMBINING OLD PERMIC LETTER SII
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10. Figures.
Figure 1a. The first part of a table from Lytkin 1952, showing glyph variants of Old Permic characters.
Note columns 1 and 2 which give ordering of primary (1–24) and secondary (25–34) characters.
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Figure 1b. The second part of a table from Lytkin 1952, showing glyph variants of Old Permic
characters. Note that the first three columns from the Nomokanon 1510 are repeated from Part 1 of the
table.
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Figure 2. Old Permic inscription on the icon “Troitsy”. The text is the beginning of a story about
Abraham and Sarah (Genesis 18:1–8), from Lytkin 1952 (Table 17).
Figure 3. Skvorcovskij’s c. 1860 transcription of the Old Permic inscription on the icon “Troitsy” from
Lytkin 1952 (Table 18). Linebreaks here were to get a 40cm by 5cm text to fit on an A4 sheet.
Figure 4. Lytkin’s Cyrillic transcription of the Old Permic inscription on the icon “Troitsy”. On the left
(“our reproduction”) is the normalized Komi text; on the right (“our reading”) is the literal transcription,
with additions and corrections in parentheses.
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𐍡𐍦[𐍥 ≠ ]  𐍮𐍱𐍛𐍜𐍩𐍡[𐍥 ≠ ]𐍙𐍡 𐍙𐍦𐍝 𐍐𐍣𐍠𐍐𐍜𐍛𐍣 𐍜𐍐𐍜𐍑𐍠𐍙 𐍢𐍣𐍟𐍣
𐍓𐍩𐍠𐍨𐍝 𐍟𐍣𐍚𐍨𐍥𐍛𐍣 𐍡𐍨𐍛𐍣 𐍩 ̈[ 𐍘𐍩]𐍡 𐍣[𐍪] 𐍘𐍨𐍝 𐍤𐍪𐍜𐍛𐍩𐍝 𐍡𐍨𐍛𐍩𐍝
𐍛𐍣𐍝𐍥𐍩[𐍠𐍩] 𐍮𐍙𐍘𐍙𐍡 𐍐 ≠𐍣𐍠𐍐?̈?𐍜 ?̈?[𐍡] [𐍥 ≠ ]𐍙𐍝[𐍙]𐍐[𐍡𐍩𐍝] ?̈? ?̈?[𐍓] 𐍘𐍙𐍡 ?̈?𐍡
[𐍥 ≠ ]𐍙𐍝𐍜𐍩𐍝 [𐍣𐍪] 𐍘𐍘𐍐 𐍒 ˇ  𐍮𐍦𐍠𐍩𐍡 𐍡𐍣𐍛𐍐𐍛𐍩 [𐍜]𐍐𐍢𐍨𐍓 𐍡𐍨𐍛𐍨𐍥 𐍐 ≠𐍓𐍘𐍨 𐍜𐍨𐍥
𐍟𐍨𐍥𐍙𐍙𐍡 𐍣𐍪𐍘𐍘𐍐 𐍝𐍨𐍛𐍣 𐍐 ≠𐍡 𐍤𐍪𐍜𐍛𐍩𐍝 𐍩 ̈𐍨̈𐍡 𐍓[𐍩]𐍠𐍨𐍥 𐍙 𐍙𐍮𐍠-
𐍑𐍨𐍠𐍢𐍙𐍡 𐍜𐍣𐍩[ 𐍘] 𐍙 Ø  𐍥𐍙𐍙𐍡 𐍜𐍸 ˇ  𐍙𐍦𐍝𐍜𐍩 [𐍑𐍐]𐍠𐍐 𐍩 ?̈?𐍓𐍘𐍙𐍜 𐍚𐍩 𐍜-
𐍦𐍓𐍐𐍛 [𐍡𐍩 ̈] 𐍢𐍦 𐍣𐍪𐍘𐍐𐍓 ?̈?[𐍡] 𐍣𐍦𐍠𐍙𐍓 𐍣𐍨𐍛𐍢𐍙 ?̈?𐍝 𐍜𐍣𐍝 𐍜𐍦𐍓
𐍣𐍐𐍙𐍥𐍐[𐍡] 𐍣[𐍐] [𐍜𐍨𐍥𐍚]𐍨𐍝𐍨𐍡 𐍟[𐍪]𐍓𐍩𐍡 𐍢𐍙𐍙𐍐𐍝.  𐍙 Ø  𐍡𐍐𐍙 ≠ [𐍚]𐍩𐍓[𐍤≠ 𐍐]𐍓-
сэ[ш̇] вѣлмос[ш̇]ис иэн аурамлу мамбри тупу
дорын пукышлу сылу ö(ԅо)с у(ѡ)ԅын чѡмлон сылон 
луншо[ро] виӡис а̇ураӓм ӓ[с] [ш̇]ин[и]а[сон] ӥ  ӓ[д]ԅис ӓс
[ш̇]инмон [уѡ]ԅԅа г҃ вэрос сулало [м]атыд сылыш а̇дԅы мыш
пышиис ыѡԅԅа нылу а̇с чѡмлон ӧӹс д[о]рыш и ивр-
быртис муо[ԅ] и̓  шиис мⷥ҃ иэнмо [ба]ра о ӓдԅим ко м-
эдал [сӧ] тэ уѡԅад ӓ[с] уэрид уылти ӥн мун мэд
уаиша[с] у[а] [мышк]ыныс п[ѡ]дос тииан. и̓  саи̇[к]од[ч̇а]д-
Figure 5. My typeset version of part of the text and Lytkin’s Cyrillic literal transcription (“our reading”)
of the Old Permic inscription on the icon “Troitsy”. The linebreaks in the text above are the same as those
of the text in Figure 3 (hyphens have been added at line-final word breaks). Diacritical marks and
brackets are given in red here. Note the use of COMBINING DOT ABOVE, COMBINING DIAERESIS, COMBINING
COMMA ABOVE, and CYRILLIC COMBINING TITLO. 
Figure 6. Frizovskij’s transcription (dated 1790) of the Old Permic inscription on the icon “Troitsy” from
Lytkin 1952 (Table 15). The transcriber has written the name Abraham as 𐍐𐍑𐍠𐍐𐍶𐍜 abraͣm for 𐍐𐍑𐍠𐍐𐍐𐍜
abraam.
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Figure 7. Russian-language text written in Old Permic script cryptographically, from Lytkin 1952.
Circled are the words 𐍤𐍣𐍷𐍝𐍩 чуⷣно (čuͩno) for 𐍤𐍣𐍓𐍝𐍩 чудно (čudno) ‘wonderfully’ and 𐍡𐍟𐍩𐍷𐍑𐍙𐍮𐍦𐍐
споⷣбивща (spoͩbivśa) for 𐍡𐍟𐍩𐍓𐍑𐍙𐍮𐍦𐍐 сподбивща (spodbivśa) ‘misleading’
Figure 8. Old Permic inscription dated 1510 from Kyldašev (Lytkin 1952). The words circled are 
𐍜𐍸𐍔 mᷦe for 𐍜𐍔𐍗𐍩𐍡𐍔 mezöse ‘lord’, 𐍙𐍺𐍡 ıᷤs for 𐍙𐍡𐍣𐍡 isus ‘Jesus’, 𐍚𐍺𐍔 keᷤ for 𐍚𐍠𐍙𐍡𐍢𐍩𐍡𐍔 kristose ‘Christ’, 
𐍱𐍝𐍛𐍩𐍹 𐍟𐍙 ě¨nloᷠ pi for 𐍱𐍝𐍛𐍩𐍝 𐍟𐍙 ě¨nlon pi ‘son of God’, and 𐍐𐍜𐍙𐍹 amı ᷠ for 𐍐𐍜𐍙𐍝 (amin) ‘amen’. Note that
some of these are using the Cyrillic titlo (already encoded).
Figure 9. Cyrillic reading and transcription of the text in Figure 8.
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A. Administrative
1. Title
Final proposal for encoding the Caucasian Albanian script in the SMP of the UCS
2. Requester’s name
UC Berkeley Script Encoding Initiative (Universal Scripts Project) 
Author: Michael Everson
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution)
Liaison contribution.
4. Submission date
2012-04-26
5. Requester’s reference (if applicable)
6. Choose one of the following:
6a. This is a complete proposal
Yes.
6b. More information will be provided later
No.
B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:
1a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters)
Yes.
1b. Proposed name of script
Old Permic.
1c. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block
No.
1d. Name of the existing block
2. Number of characters in proposal
43.
3. Proposed category (A-Contemporary; B.1-Specialized (small collection); B.2-Specialized (large collection); C-Major extinct; D-Attested
extinct; E-Minor extinct; F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic; G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols)
Category E.
4a. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
Yes.
4b. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” in Annex L of P&P document?
Yes.
4c. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
Yes.
5a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the standard?
Michael Everson.
5b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.).
Michael Everson.
6a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
Yes.
6b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of proposed characters attached?
Yes.
7. Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, presentation, sorting, searching,
indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
Yes.
8. Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that will assist in
correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script. Examples of such properties are: Casing
information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining
behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility
equivalence and other Unicode normalization related information. See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information
on other scripts. Also see Unicode Character Database http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/ UnicodeCharacterDatabase.html and
associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the
Unicode Standard.
See above.
C. Technical – Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? If YES, explain.
No.
2a. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body, user groups of the script or characters, other
experts, etc.)?
Yes. 
2b. If YES, with whom?
Il’ja Yevlampiev, Esa Anttikosi, Enye Lav, Atruras JaThere has also been contact with a major centre for Uralic studies,
Kotimaisten kielten tutkimuskeskus, Helsinki. The principle authors of some of the materials used to prepare the proposal (chiefly
Lytkin 1952 and Stipa 1961), are deceased.
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2c. If YES, available relevant documents
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example: size, demographics, information technology use, or
publishing use) is included?
Scholars and Komi language enthusiasts.
4a. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
Old Permic was used chiefly to write Komi texts, but a number of Russian texts are also found in Old Permic script.
4b. Reference
5a. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?
Yes.
5b. If YES, where?
Marginal internet use (some fonts).
6a. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely in the BMP?
No.
6b. If YES, is a rationale provided?
6c. If YES, reference
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?
Yes.
8a. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character sequence?
No.
8b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
8c. If YES, reference
9a. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either existing characters or other proposed
characters?
No.
9b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
9c. If YES, reference
10a. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing character?
No; though this is a Greek-derived script like Coptic, Cyrillic, Armenian, Georgian, and Gothic.
10b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
Yes.
10c. If YES, reference
§2 above.
11a. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences?
Yes.
11b. If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
No.
11c. If YES, reference
11d. Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
No. 
11e. If YES, reference
12a. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics?
No.
12b. If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)
13a. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?
No.
13b. If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified?
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